
Basics of Surf Theory
» How to start rippin‘ Salty water



Surfers love being close to nature and, of course, our ability to enjoy riding the waves will

always depend upon mother nature. The reason we get good waves is because of an interaction of

really complicated weather systems, something you will learn all about as you continue on your

surfing journey. Although global weather is something many of us feel we cannot influence,

there is now a body of growing scientific evidence that shows that our behavior as human beings

has a huge impact on climate change.

As surfers, we have been aware of the negative effects of pollution and waste disposal on our

natural environment. It is true to say that most of the products and goods consumed and then

discarded end up at some point arriving in the sea. This is not just physical rubbish but also

chemicals which then harm the ocean environment. The effect on surfers has been seen with health

problems that occur because of unclean water.

As climate change has increased water temperatures have started to rise, affecting coral reefs

negatively. As they become warmer they become more porous and are then eroded. It is also likely

that as water levels rise some of the low-tide reefs will eventually be hidden from view.

» Environment

None of this is good news for the planet or surfing.

Every single one of us takes actions that have an impact on our environment so it is important to

think about how we can reduce this: Sensible consumption is a key way we can influence climate

change. Think about buying good quality items that last for years rather than cheaper, more

disposable alternatives. Spending an extra few dollars on a good bikini, wet suit or board and

then taking good care of them will make them last.

Think about how they are produced too: Can you purchase something that has been produced with

care? Many surfing brands have now gone down the sustainability route so you can be sure to

find one with an environmental commitment. Another way forward is collective consumption. We

never use everything all at the same time so you may be able to buy a couple of items of equipment

between a group of friends instead of buying one each and having it sit idle a lot of the time.

Learn to make repairs – wet suits and other equipment can be fixed so try to do this as much as

possible before having to replace the items. Get into the habit of re-using your stuff – buy second

hand, up-cycle, pass things on. Always think about how the item can be reused before you

recycle. Shop local – supporting local shops means that not only will a community prosper but it

also means less environmental impact in terms of transportation and shipping.

Avoid driving to the beach – if you can walk or cycle why not save money and fuel and help the

planet? If you live a distance from the beach consider car sharing. If you can fit more people into

the car you will save on fuel and emissions and everyone wins. Think about renting an electric or

hybrid car rather than petrol or diesel. Do you need to fly? Many destinations mean a plane trip

but there are plenty of ways you can contribute to offset the greenhouse gases produced.

Whenever you buy something take a moment to think about where the materials came from, and

whether or not it can be repurposed or recycled when you no longer need it.
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The wind is key to wave formation as it acts on

the sea to stir up some big waves. The wind

itself is created when the sun heats the earth

at the Equator where it gets far hotter than it

does at the poles. This causes the air to heat

up. Hotter air is light and rises upwards to

form areas of high pressure. Underneath this,

the air is colder as air returns down from the

poles at a much lower pressure.

As the Earth rotates the heated air spins

forming circular patterns. When the warm and

cold air collide the lower pressure areas get

stronger and the wind spins much faster.

In the winter months, the difference in

temperature between the poles and the

Equator get bigger causing an even bigger

impact when the hot and cold air collide. As

the barometric pressure drops it brings more

wind and greater instability. This creates

great surf by stirring up plenty of waves on

our oceans.

» Surf Science (1/2)

GROUNDSWELLS: These are found more

consistently than wind swells.

Where wind swell is formed by strong winds

these waves form similarly as the land heats

up and the hot air rises. This air then meets

with the cooler sea air to produce onshore

breezes. These will create more gentle sets of

waves but in areas where there are strong

regular winds, you will find that they will

produce some good ride-able waves.

WIND

SWELL
As the wind stirs the water surface it creates

ripples which the wind can then grip to

increase the size of these ripples, eventually

making larger and larger waves. It is like a

snowball effect: the waves will increase in

height for as long as the wind blows (within

the realms of gravity, of course!). Storms

that last a long time and move long distances

will produce the largest waves. If you imagine

throwing a stone in a still pond and watching

the ripples expand you will understand how

waves move across the ocean.

In surfing, we call a collection of waves that

have originated in the same storm or weather

system the ‘swell’. The longer the swell has

traveled the more the energy spreads just like

the stone ripples are seen on the surface of

the pond. This means that longer stretches of

coast will get some waves but they tend to be

smaller.

The waves tend to group because of their

different speeds which means you often see

waves of similar size in one section of

coastline.
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It is easy to see the evidence of tides every time

you go to the beach. If you go down at

breakfast you might notice that the sea is close

into the shore, when you return after lunch the

water might be a lot further away. This

constant cycling as the result of the

gravitational pull of the moon which acts

against the Earth's gravity and exerts a great

deal of influence on our oceans. The sun also

has some effect on the gravity of the Earth.

When the moon is full the sun and moon are

fully aligned giving what is known as a spring

tide. This also happens during a new moon. A

neap tide occurs when the sun and moon are

sitting at a 90˚ angle to each other leading to

a situation where the gravitational pull of

each one is almost the same. The difference

that we notice here on Earth depends on the

topography of the underwater area and our

latitude so it can vary a great deal from one

place to another. The world constantly spins

on its axis and this changes the gravitational

pull meaning that in every ocean location you

will see the effects of the tides. Most areas

have two tides where the water ebbs and flows

twice in each 24-hour period which is roughly

the time it takes for the Earth to complete one

full revolution on its axis.

» Surf Science (2/2)

Waves
The best waves for surfers need to be

breaking in a successively peeling manner.

This type of wave occurs when the bottom of

the sea becomes very shallow so that the

bottom part of the wave slows down allowing

the upper part to overtake it. As the top part

goes past it starts to fall over. The

topography under the water plays a key part

in wave formation. A gently sloping seafloor

means waves will gradually slow down and

break quite gently. These are known as

spilling waves and are great for beginners

because they allow for more time to stand up

and gain balance on the board. If the

seafloor suddenly drops from deep to

shallow, for example on a reef shelf, the

waves are likely to be more forceful and

plunge rapidly. These are not always good

for surfing because they are usually too

steep and hollow, although they are often

enjoyed by the more experienced surfers.

Waves are also influenced by local wind

conditions: Onshore winds speed the waves

from behind and make them liable to break

early. Conversely, offshore wind will make

them steeper with later breaks.

Tide
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Before you go surfing you should make sure

what the tides are doing in your area to find

out where there may be a big tidal difference

and where the best surfing spots are likely to

be found. The easiest and best way of doing

this is to buy Tide Chart in your local area.

These are widely available in local stores

and online.



The Waves » Once you have found out the

height of the tide you will need to look at

wave height to get an idea of the current surf

conditions. If there are small waves at low

tide you can expect fewer intense breaks

compared to large waves at low tide. For the

best surfing look for big waves at high tide

that break gradually. You should always

check on the size of the waves to make sure

you stay safe when surfing.

Dangers » Be aware of any dangers that may

be hidden in the area where you intend to surf.

On the beach and the surface of the ocean you

will see other surfers and swimmers, however,

there are hidden things to be aware of like

rocks and rips. Make sure you treat the water

with respect, do your necessary research

before you start to surf and never

underestimate your environment.

» Beach Conditions

The Tide » The easiest and quickest way to check

the tide is on your Tide Chart. High tide is when

the water is high on the beach; low tide sees

the water far from land. The best time to surf

is always when the tide moves from mid to high

tide and back down again. If the tide is high

the water will be deeper, and the waves will

break more gradually. Low tide with its

shallower water lets the waves break more

quickly and intensely.

The Wind » Wind direction is important so check

if it is blowing onshore or offshore. Onshore

wind causes choppy and uneven waves. If the

wind blows offshore the waves will be

smoother but bigger. Side shore winds always

push currents in the same direction.
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The shore break » this is where

the waves flow up the beach

and return to the sea by

gravity.

» How waves break

The wave will break when it hits a bottom

shallow enough so a beach with a gentle

slope will slow it down causing a soft

breaking, spilling wave. On a steeper beach,

the angle makes the waves roll in faster and

break harder.

The inside » also known as the

"Impact Zone" this is where

waves break and represent

the most difficult area for

surfers. We need to pass

quickly through this area to

the outside.

If you are on the beach a breaking wave will

break over sand; depending on how the sand

shifts and is positioned some waves will break

better than others.

On a beach break, waves break over a sand

bottom. Along the length of a beach, some

waves will break better than others

depending on the shifting sand. Most beaches

have a lot of variety in terms of shape, length

and form and so do the sea bottoms

associated with them. This means that beach

breaks can vary a lot.

The outside » also called “Out

the back”. Here you find deep

water with waves that don’t

break and is a good place to

sit and wait for a good wave.

As you see it arrive you can

paddle to it, swing around,

catch it and ride it.
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» The Rip

As a wave moves across the ocean it will eventually meet resistance, for example, a sandbank.

This will cause the wave to break and then push up the beach. The angle of the beach combined

with gravitational pull means the water will be sucked back out to sea. The water that is trapped

in the gutter will move along the beach left and right. This is the shore-side current.

How to spot The Rip

The rip can be found by looking for:

• Consistent gaps – these are visible gaps in

breaking waves.

• A sandy mushroom in the water – this will

have small white cap waves appearing at the

top. These small white waves indicate the

end of the rip and are a result of the

moving current hitting still water.

• Look for where the waves are breaking and

then at each side of that area until you can

see where they don’t break.

You have now spotted the rip.

For surfers, the rip is a good way to move away

from the beach and out to the deeper water. It

means you are not having to fight your way

through breaking waves and the current will

just pull you out. It is a bit like a conveyor

belt or a ski lift!

Every beach has a Rip: This is a channel which

pulls the water back out to the ocean. The rip

forms a specific function – it circulates the

water along the beach. As the sand is

constantly shifting the rip will be found in a

different place each day. The Rip is something

that anyone using a beach must be aware of

because if you don't know about the dangers it

can cause you a lot of problems. It is not

unusual for a swimmer to be caught in a shore-

side current and pulled along the beach,

eventually ending up in the Rip where they are

unable to stand up and get dragged out to

sea. Their first, and probably a common-sense

reaction is to swim toward shore but this is

completely the wrong thing to do. To get out

of the Rip a swimmer or surfer needs to move

parallel to the beach. Most rips are only

about 10-20 meters wide but can be 50-100

meters in length. The best way is to avoid

fighting the rip current and just move across

the beach to where you can see waves

breaking, then you can safely move into

shore.
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» The Reef & the Line up

If you are surfing over a reef you will experience much more consistent and predictable

conditions. The reef is not changeable like a beach, it is an immovable object that is not

affected by water flow (at least not significantly). A reef may be a lava mound, lava fingers,

granite shelves or coral and the surface is often hard or sharp. The right equipment is vital, and

surfers should make sure they wear a protective helmet, booties and other items that can keep

them protected from the reef surface.

- Keep control of your board – boards are

heavy and can be dangerous, therefore be

sure to use a leash.

- Respect the environment – don’t mess up the

beach or the ocean, take your garbage

home.

- Use respect to gain respect – act in a

civilized manner to other surfers, be

respectful and friendly.

Remember to follow all the tribal laws:

- Right of Way – the surfer closest to the

peak goes first.

- One person, one wave – never jump in on a

wave. Wait your turn!

- Don’t snake in the line-up – pick a place

and wait, don’t constantly move around

trying to get a wave, there are plenty to go

around.

- Stay out of the way of other surfers.

- Give priority to those furthest out.

A deep channel will form where the reef ends

because most reefs end abruptly. This

channel will work like the rip and can be used

as a safe zone for surfers and can be used to

paddle out or to rest between breaks. You

can easily see this channel from the beach by

looking at how the waves are breaking on the

reef. Where the waves are rolling but don’t

break you will find the channel. Also, if

there are other surfers already on the ocean

you can often use them as a benchmark to

locate the channel.

The channel

Etiquette in the line up

As the ride ends you would turn your board

slightly up the face of the wave and ride over

it, then paddle back to the channel. Avoid

jumping off the board or diving headfirst. This

can be extremely dangerous. Use helmets for

heavy waves and if you reef is shallow booties

should be used to protect your feet.

Pulling out correctly is vital on a reef break.

Remember that the ocean floor here is very

hard and often sharp. If you manage to grab

a wave that isn’t closing and you can ride it to

the end you should pull out by going over the

shoulder:

Pulling out
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Wait your turn, do not snake your way in the line up.

Always follow the tribal laws and keep to the

order in the water. This not only makes

surfing safer; it is also more fun that way.

Being courteous to other surfers means a

great atmosphere on the waves. Know your

skill level, and always keep calm.

Priority to surfers out or waiting longest or furthest inside or closest to the peak.

You get the right of way if you are first to your feet & calling the wave.

Do not drop in, if you see someone is already riding a wave, pull back, one surfer one wave.

The surfer riding the wave always has priority. When you paddle out you should respect that by:

1. Paddle wide use the rip / channel. 2. Paddle towards the white water. 3. Stay with your boards,

do not throw it away.

» Surf Etiquette

Right Wave Left Wave
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» Handling & Paddling (1/2)

Handling and paddling are some of the essential skills that we will teach you during your first

course. These basics are the building blocks for increasing your skill and keeping you safe when

surfing.

- Always carry your board carefully to

avoid damage. Make sure you never drag the

board over any hard surfaces.

- Don’t let the leash trail behind you, always

carry it, the leash can easily get caught on

obstructions or trip other people.

- Make sure the fins are carried inwards and

behind you and always put the board down

carefully to protect them.

- If you have a waxed board make sure the

wax doesn’t melt by placing it out of the

sun.

Handling out of the Water

Stage 3 » Full Power Paddle, This is where you

put everything you have into the paddle to get

yourself onto the wave.

Learning to paddle is a skill – it is all about

getting the technique right rather than

developing strength. One long and powerful

stroke is a lot more efficient than multiple

shallow surface strokes.

The three-stage paddle can be used with all

size boards and waves. Following these

stages is like changing gear in a car to get up

to speed. In this case, the board and the

surfer are made ready and the surfer can then

commit him or herself to catching and riding

the wave.

Stage 1 » is the line-up. Use two or three slow

paddles to line your body and board up in line

with the direction of the wave.

Stage 2 » is the power paddle, Reach forward

as far as possible and pull your arm deep and

long through the water (a bit like an oar),

this will raise your speed.

Three-Stage Paddle

- Walk beside the board, never behind it.

- Hold the board by the rail.

- When turning the board, turn it around the

side of your body closest to the beach.

- Maintain a 5-meter gap between yourself

and other surfers.

- Never throw your board when you are near

other people.

Handling in the Water

- Keep the board as parallel to the surface

of the water as you can.

- If you are too far back it creates a drag, by

the board's tail or by your foot.

- If you are too far forwards the nose will

dive as you catch a wave.

- Once you know where your point of balance

is to mark it on the board so you can see

exactly where you need to be.

- Keep your head up, chest out and feet

together.

Position yourself Correctly

1. 2. 3. 
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» Handling & Paddling (2/2)
The main aim is to get out the back where you can be free to surf on some unbroken waves. There

are a few techniques to learn that will make it easier to get out through the whitewater right to

where you need to be.

Waves usually come in sets of 3-7 waves – by

watching you will start to note a pattern. It

may be that you get a set of 3 waves followed

by a gap, then a set of 4 waves will follow.

The gap is known as a lull and it is the lull

you will need to get through the impact zone

and inside. Before you start to paddle out

watch for a while and then wait for the lull.

Sets & Lulls

- Blow air slowly from your nose as you pull

the front of the board towards your chest.

- You will see the wave pass over and you can

then roll back up.

This is a great way of avoiding being pushed

back by breaking waves but avoid it if the wave

will break on top of you. If you roll at this

stage, you will find the full force of the wave

will land on you. In this case, go off the

board and dive quickly and deeply under the

wave.

The eskimo Roll

Once you get the technique of paddling under

your belt and start to refine it you will find

you can make it through the Impact Zone easily

and without having to deal with being hit with

waves. If you are impatient you will have to

paddle through sets which will mean you will

tire earlier and get pushed back into the

beach break.

- Paddle at the wave.

- Place your hands by your chest in a “chicken

wing “position

- As the wave is about to hit the board, lift

your upper body.

Pushing up & Spinning

Sitting up » From the pushing up position slide

your hips forward. Straddle the board like a

horse.

Spinning » Grip the board with one hand while

paddling with the other. Don’t forget to try to

use your feet.

We always paddle out during a lull, but we

can sometimes meet a breaking wave when we

reach the impact zone. To be sure we don't get

pushed back or knocked off the board we need

to approach them correctly. For smaller

waves, pushing your chest up is often all that

is needed. For bigger waves, you will need to

do an Eskimo roll.

- Build up speed as you approach the wave.

- When you reach one board length away

from the wave grip your rails, raise your

chest and roll over.
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» Jump up & Control (1/2)

Take your time, you should stay calm and controlled and avoid rushing to stand. Once you know

you are being carried by a wave you can position your arms to jump up slowly. Moving slowly

means you can work on technique and, ultimately, will learn much more quickly.

jump ups

Step forward & Step back

- keep it slow and controlled.

- Look where you want to go

- Your body weight should be kept low and

central on the board

- Don’t overthink it! Hesitation means you

can lose the wave

- Go for it! Once you are up and riding you

can work on correcting your position

- Keep low, raise yourself slowly into a quarter stand

- Always look up and keep your knees bent

- To increase board speed move your upper body weight forward onto your front foot

- To slow down or stop shift your body weight onto the rear foot

- If you feel yourself falling never dive, just lower your body and roll off your board into

the wave

- Maintain a 5-meter safety space between yourself and other surfers

- Protect your head and face when falling

Riding the wave

Once you are standing it helps to be able to

control your speed. If you are wanting to go

faster all you need to do is step forward.

This can help If you want to accelerate away

from a bad section of the wave or perhaps

execute a tight turn.

When you are happy with your speed you can

slow down by stepping back.

As with everything, this takes practice so

spend time stepping forward and back until

you feel confident. Always keep your eyes up

and make sure you take sliding steps, keeping

it slow and smooth.
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» Jump up & Control (2/2)

Turns are by far the easiest maneuver in surfing, but you will need to be able to build speed to

create the momentum you need to turn the board.

Holding the line

Armsurfing

Turning is not only great fun but also help

you to gain and lose speed as and when

needed. To start a turn, you need to have

plenty of speed. The more you have the easier

the maneuver will be, it is therefore important

that you learn how you can increase your

speed as much as possible. To do this you need

plenty of balance and control of the board.

If you get the board onto the wave at a tight

angle the faster, you will go but if you end up

parallel with the wave you will lose the

wave's momentum and stall.

A forehand turn will leave you facing the

wave:

- The movement from the front to back foot

before and after the turn is key

- Your upper body, arms and eyes play a key

role in turning the board

- Once you are on the angle you will need to

move your body weight over the inside rail

to keep the angle steady

- Always look in the direction you wish to

travel

Forehand Turns

Generating more speed means combining

angling the board and stepping forward and

moving the board up and down the face of the

wave. This is done by turning your board and

raising your arms into the air, then

immediately lowering your arms compressing

your body down onto the inside rail. Repeat

this motion and you will pump the board up and

down the face of the wave. The motion of your

body will generate more speed. Think about

playing on a swing and how you move your

legs to create momentum. This is the same

principle and you can generate more speed by

exaggerating the motion.
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» The Peak & The backhand

It is essential to learn about the different parts of the wave.  The wave is your source of energy 

and the more power you want the closer to the pocket you need to be.  Here are some tips which 

will help you recognize the different parts of the wave and how to use it to your advantage.

Taking off at the Peak

Position yourself so that you are ready to

paddle hard when the peak approaches – this

means being close enough so that the wave

doesn't pass under you but not so close that

it will crash on you.

Make sure to attack the wave as soon as you

see it, paddle to get into position and avoid

hesitation. You can get the timing right by

looking at how the waves are coming in before

you start to make your move.

Practice beforehand, moving the board from

side to side on a wave, to find out what gives

you the most power, speed and riding time.

Although you can see what the wave is doing when surfing on your forehand, this is not the case

when riding on your backhand; you will need to learn to visualize the line you need and feel the

wave.

You need to keep centered on the board which you can achieve by adjusting your weight, square

your shoulders to the wave, so you can be open to the direction of travel.

Riding on your backhand

Grab Rail Take Off

This is a technique that can seem hard because

you are taking off on a wave on your

backhand. The “Pigdog” technique is used by

experienced surfers to make sure

they can hold the line while they ride the wave

on the backhand. Use your outside hand to

grab the outside rail, keep your back leg bent

or place the knee on your board, dragging

your leading hand along the top of the wave.

After some practice, you will find this as easy

as taking off on the front side.
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» Advanced Turns

Your Body and the Wave. By now you know that staying low and stepping forward will increase

your speed and standing high and leaning back helps turn your board. Once you have enough

speed you can use your upper body, shoulders, torso and your eyes to turn your board and

rotate on the fins.

Rail To Rail Transition
- Using your eyes and upper body to turn the

board from side to side, from 45-degree

left to 45-degree right.

- As you turn the board lift you head higher.

- Make sure you are not too far forward on

the board or your weight will make the nose

sink and you will be unable to turn the

board.

- Once you have made the turn compress your

weight to increase the speed.

- Repeat to transition to the opposite side.

- Practice by bringing the board to the toe

side and hold a good line.

- Lowering your body will make you go

faster.

- In one fluid motion extend your upper body,

place weight on your back foot and rotate

your arms to your heel-side, looking at the

whitewater.

- Once you pass the 90-degree angle, lower

your upper body over the center of the

board. Hold the heel-side turn to generate

speed before repeating the exercise.

Forehand to Backhand

Cutback
- First, make sure you are moving in the wave

direction along the bank.

- Now use the same technique as per forehand

to backhand turning back to face the

broken wave.

- As you reach the whitewater lift the upper

body rotating back to the bank of the

wave.

- Look at the bank, as you turn look at the

whitewater, then at the bank, and turn to

the wave direction.

- More weight on your back foot when you

turn and then on your front foot for

speed.
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» Taking off behind the peak

The most speed on a wave will come with your takeoff. Taking off at the peak will so give you the

most energy possible and will help you to maneuver more easily down the line. Just like riding a

bicycle, it is a lot easier to surf the faster you go. If you have ever tried turning a bicycle while

stationary you will understand the benefits of having some forward motion.

Taking off at the Peak
Taking off behind the peak means first finding

a good place in the line-up. Take your time

reading waves from the channel and then

paddle in. Sit close to where the higher parts

of the wave are breaking. This is the peak.

Then wait for the next set of waves:

- As the set comes into get into position and

prepare to start your three-stage paddle.

- Stay close to the peak, don’t shy away from

it.

- Angle your board slightly in the direction

the wave is breaking, this will prevent your

board from nose-diving.

- Don’t stop paddling until you feel that you

are being carried by the wave.

Going down the line
Once you can feel that the wave is carrying

you, stop paddling and look down the line of

wave:

- Slightly angle the board in the direction

you want to surf by putting slightly more

weight on the inside rail.

- Take your time when jumping up – you are

already on the wave and traveling in the

right direction so you can take the time you

need to be sure you are fully in control.

- Slowly push up and then angle the board

towards the wave to gain speed.

- If you are on your forehand, you can put

your backhand in the face of the wave to

control balance and speed a little better.

- If you are going on your backhand, grab

your rail and stay low until you feel you

have found your balance.
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To take off before the wave breaks you need execute your three-stage paddle, so you have

enough speed:

1. Paddle into position, monitor the wave and line up your board perpendicular to the wave’s

direction of travel

2. Build up speed by doing stronger & faster strokes, raise your chin and chest and look

towards the beach.

3. Explode, push with your chest for extra weight forward and look in the direction you want to

take off.



» Bottom Turn

The bottom turn is possibly one of the most important surfing maneuvers to master. If we want to

take advantage of all the speed at takeoff, we will need to wait with going down the line and

keep our board pointing almost straight down the face as we take off. The steeper angle

downwards will make us go down faster and in order to stay ahead of the whitewater we start

turning our board upwards again.

The bottom Turn
The bottom turn is a drawn-out arc at the 

bottom of the wave and if executed correctly 

will send the surfer traveling upwards the 

face of the wave with all the energy created 

during the take-off.

- As you take off stay low and go down the

face, almost as if you were going straight

towards the beach.

- Compress your body and stick your hand

into the face of the wave to make the turn

easier.

- Look up towards the shoulder and extend

your body as you travel up the face of the

wave

- Imagine the arc being drawn from your

takeoff, down the bottom and up again.

- Pull out by going over the shoulder of the

wave paddle out and repeat.
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Top Tips:

- If you are taking off on your back side stay low as you go down the face of the wave and look

over your front shoulder, pushing with your heels to commence your bottom turn at the trough

of the wave.

- Help your turn by grabbing your outside rail with your outside hand, still compressed, aim to

keep the shoulder as straight up as possible.

- Don't get greedy, pull out and practice another take off and get your technique right, this

will help you to make turns faster.



» Speed and Turns

- When traveling up the face of the wave after your bottom turn the speed of your board will

decrease.

- Approach the crest of the wave extended but compress your body as you reach the shoulder

and lean to the heel side of your board while putting a little bit of pressure on your back

foot. Your board will turn, and your speed will increase as you start going back down.

- Your upper body does all the work here and the more you use your arms the faster you will go.

- When you get far out on the open face, use the speed to execute a cutback turn to travel back

towards the pocket and center of energy again.

The Roundhouse Cutback

- The roundhouse cutback is the shape of figure eight drawn on the face of the wave by

executing both a 180-degree forehand turn and a 180-degree backhand turn.

Frontside
- Execute your bottom turn, leaning into

your toe-side.

- Center your board while going up the face,

getting ready to transition your weight to

the heel-side.

- Get your arms in position to draw a semi-

circle from the back of your board.

- Lean on to your back foot and straighten

your back leg.

- At the crest of the wave, helping with your

arms, rotate your body all the way around

so you look and travel towards the

whitewater. Stay low.

- You are now surfing on your backhand.

- Pivot around your back foot and help the

rotation by sticking your backhand in the

wave.

- Look where you want to go.

Backside
- Execute your bottom turn, leaning into

your heel-side.

- Center your board while going up the face,

getting your arms ready to turn on your

toe-side.

- Stay compressed and make an arc back

towards the whitewater, help by sticking

your backhand in the water.

- Set yourself up for making an arc on your

heel-side by following the steps of the

forehand cutback. Use your arms to guide

you.

- Pivot around your back foot while looking

over your front shoulder for direction.

- Grab your toe-side rail with your backhand

for more stability.
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» Maneuvers
Being able to combine a series of maneuvers as you ride a wave is one of the most exciting parts

of surfing. This is the same whether you are competing or just hanging out surfing with some

buddies. Once you start to learn how to read the waves, watching the breaks from the beach

before you enter the water, you will find this a lot easier. You can also help improve your wave-

reading ability by sitting in the water and observing other surfers in the line-up.

Here are a few key points to remember when planning maneuvers:

- Read the wave and visualize how you want to surf it

- See yourself making a bottom turn, top turn, bottom turn and a cutback

- Visualize your position on the board for each move before you paddle out

- Set a goal for yourself and work on getting there, if it feels right you know you have made it

- Try making the same line over and over again

- Focus on every moment, doing each one with control

- Be patient and take it slow, ask your instructors for pointers and directions

- Don’t think too much, ride with the flow of the wave

- Look at the photographs of yourself on the waves and learn from these to improve your

performance

- Smile
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» Reading Waves

One of the most important parts of the first session is mind surfing; think of it as the warm-up for

the mind. Just as warming up the body is important; we also need to make sure we are motivated

and confident before we enter the water. Before paddling out make sure you study the waves you

want to surf. Look at the breaks: Are they breaking left, or right? Are they breaking in

sections? Can you get around them? Are the waves steep with a short face in front of the curl or

do they break for a long time with big open faces? Different types of waves mean different

styles of surfing so you will need to think about what you have learned and adapt this to the

conditions you find on the ocean. If you can picture yourself surfing the waves you will get the

feel for how to approach them.

Going on your Frontside
The main advantage of taking off on your

forehand is that you can plan your movements

more easily because you can see what the wave

is doing. Exaggerate your movement during

turns to create the necessary momentum

otherwise you could stall or wipe-out. A

drawn-out bottom turn will help to create

that momentum; stick your backhand in the

wave to turn sharper upwards and keep your

eyes on the shoulder/lip of the wave and

that's where you will go.
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Take some time out to look at some surfers on film or from photographs. Look at how they

position themselves on the board – focus on their knees, arms, feet. Get inspired by their

performance and then visualize yourself making the same moves. This will help motivate you and

over time and with practice, you will soon be able to perform similar moves.

Going on your Backside
When riding on your backhand you can’t see

where the wave is going so you need to rely on

feeling the wave to understand what it will

do. You can try looking over your front

shoulder at the wave while staying low to

gain enough momentum to take a top turn.

Your torso will already be rotated so just

turning your head and torso down to the

trough will move the board so it will turn off

the top. Use your backhand as support by

sticking it in the water and pivot around it.

Remember the grab rail.



» Staying Fit (1/2)

Physical fitness is important in surfing which is a demanding sport calling on your balance,

stamina, patience and strength. For newcomers to surfing or those who have been out of the

water for a while, it is always a good idea to work on muscle memory before you hit the surf.

Always warm-up before surfing, this helps prevent injury and makes you more flexible and agile

in the water so you can make the most of your time on the waves. It is vital to stretch after the

surf and keep doing exercises between sessions to increase your level of fitness. This helps keep

you prepared for any conditions you might face when in the ocean.

Stretching: The soreness is likely to start in

your paddle muscles and you can help this by

making sure you stretch them well after every

session. Be gentle with your stretches, there

is no need to go too deep, and stop if you have

any pain. You should always stretch when the

body is warm to prevent stress or injury to

muscles and ligaments.

Staying fit: A strong core means surfing is

easier and more fun. Focus on a regular

regime of some simple exercises aimed to

improve balance and keep you fit. Once you

are out on the water there can be a lot of

things happened all at once and you will feel

calmer if you are fit enough to keep control

of the situation.
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It is normal to find that your shoulder and

arm muscles are painful after the first couple

of surfing sessions. You may also find that

there are sore spots on your rib cage where

you have been laying on the board to paddle.

As soon as your body gets used to the activity

and positions you will find that this

discomfort will soon pass. Just keep going,

after a few days everything will ease up and

you will find yourself able to perform more

easily.

Once you start to feel more confident in your

body and in your knowledge about the

conditions of the waves you will find that you

are calmer and more comfortable during your

sessions. Make sure you can comfortably hold

your breath for 20 seconds and practice this.

Always remember than during wipe out you are

unlikely to be under the water for more than 5

seconds and you can comfortably handle

that. Go out for a swim and go under the

surface, open your eyes, explore it, enjoy it

and feel comfortable. It is very important to

feel calm in the environment.



» Staying Fit (2/2)
Both physical and mental fitness is important for successful surfing. Having a good strong core

is a key part of this but so is having good breathing control to help stay focused and calm.

Physical activities like swimming, running, fitness classes or weight training are great ways of

maintaining fitness for surfing but one of the best forms of all-round exercise for surfers is

yoga. Yoga complements your surfing holistically, it makes you stronger, more agile, and

improves balance. Plus, importantly, yoga helps with stamina and encourages mindfulness.

There are many different types of yoga around so you should be able to find one that works

well for you but what all forms of yoga have in common is that they focus on correct breathing

techniques. Practicing breathing is one of the most beneficial exercises to help you stay calm in

any situation.

How to practice yoga breathing

- Close the mouth and inhale deeply through the nose.

- Focus on the air filling your lungs from deep in your stomach right up through the top of your

chest.

- Exhale slowly through the mouth.

- Focus on each breath and feel how different your body feels.

Yoga does not involve mantras, chanting or incense! It is a great way to keep your mind and body

fit for surfing so go along to a local gym or yoga center and enroll in a class. Once you know

the techniques you can do it yourself at home. The more you know about your own body and your

limitations the better you will be equipped to cope with situations on the water. Gaining

knowledge that helps you read the conditions in the ocean and how your body uses its oxygen

supply are of equal importance if you are going to be able to stay calm. The best way to feel

confident underwater is to hold your breath and go underwater. This should be done safely, in

a controlled environment with a qualified instructor. For example, a course in free diving would

teach you all you need to know about staying calm, slowing down your heart rate and being

able to stay underwater easily for several minutes.
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Take a look at the Salutation to the Sun (Surya Namaskar) – this yoga position is a great way to 

warm up each morning and can help you to learn to move position keeping your breathing steady.  
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» The surfboard (1/2)

If you go to look for a surfboard you will immediately notice that there are many different

styles to choose from. All of these boards behave differently in the water but there are key

factors to consider: Length; Thickness; Width; Fin; Material; Rail profiles; Tail Shapes; Bottom

contour; Rocker or bend. It can easily get confusing, so to help you navigate your way to the

board you need we have covered some of the main differences here.

There are many advantages of having a

longer board, especially for a beginner.

These boards tend to be more stable for

standing and because they go faster with less

effort, they are great to use to develop a

good paddling technique. On the other hand,

these boards are heavier and harder to

handle and tend to turn more slowly. Board

length is always measured in feet.
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Thin boards are lighter but unless you are a

good enough paddler to keep a stead

momentum they will sink when you lay on them.

The thicker the board the better it will float,

and it needs less effort when paddling.

However, they are hard to push underwater

and when making duck-drives. Thickness is

measured at the widest part of the board.

Length Thickness

The normal width is around 18-24 inches and it

is the width which gives the board stability and

increases the volume to aid flotation. Thin

boards go fast on steep waves but for flatter

waves, a wider board means you need a lot

less power to get yourself through sections.

Narrow noses and tails will increase

maneuverability in larger waves. Width is

measured at the widest point on the board.

Width

Fins
Modern boards tend to have detachable fins which means you can choose what you want for each

surfing session. This takes away a lot of the problems associated with the old-school glassed-

in fins including the problems faced when traveling with these boards. Fins won’t affect

catching waves but do impact the board when riding.

Single fins: Traditionally a longboard has one center fin which helps the board hold the wave.

The board will turn more smoothly but turns tend to be slower.

Twin fins: These are great for fast turns and will also get much better speeds. However, in large

surf, they can feel slippery and hard to control. Twin fins are usually found on retro boards

with wide split tails.

Thrusters: This is the common name for a board with three fins and is the contemporary standard,

providing the best combination of drive and maneuverability. These fins tend to be a little

smaller making the boards more stable and able to turn quickly and tightly.

Quads: A center fin creates drag so having four fins removes this and means you can go faster

with less effort. These types of board are loose and can be less stable than a thruster in some

ocean conditions. They take some practice but are often worth the effort because once mastered

they are great fun.

Width

WoodFiberglass

Foam
Thick-

ness



» The surfboard (2/2)
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The traditional and oldest board, this is

around 8-12ft (2.4-3.6m in length, 2.5 inches

(6cm) thick and 20 inches (50cm) wide. These

are easy to learn with because they are

smooth and stable on the water.

Longboards... Fish...
This shorter board has a lot of volume

through the nose and its characteristic deep

split tail makes it a fast and loose board.

Most Fish can be found in lots of different

shapes and sizes and after the Mini Mal, they

are the most popular board for progressing

learners. They are smaller and turn fast but

are still stable and can catch the waves

easily. Looks-wise the Fish resembles a wide-

nosed shortboard.

Gun...
These boards are designed for surfing large

waves. The tail and nose are elongated

making them similar in looks to shortboards

and are quite pointy at either end. Thickness-

wise they are similar to the longboard giving

them plenty of paddling power. Guns range in

length from the mini-gun at 7ft (2.1m) to the

rhino chaser at 10 ft (3m).

Shortboards...
The shortboard was introduced in the 1970s

and is now the most popular type of

surfboard. With a length of under 7ft and with

a sharper nose it is great for aggressive

surfing in critical sections on or above the

wave.

Alaia...
This board was used by the Polynesians and is

a finless board which is carefully crafted out

of Koa wood. The board is around 7ft long

and since the 2010s it has increased in

popularity as more surfers start to focus on

the roots and history of the sport.

Mini Mal’s...
Similar to a longboard these come with 3 fins

and measure under 8ft in length. Once you

can control a longboard the Mini Mal is the

next board in line for those wanting to

reduce the size without losing paddle power or

stability. These are sometimes known as

funboard.

Alaia Retro Fish Shortboard Fish Gun Mini MalibuMini Malibu Longboard

1 ft

2 ft

3 ft

4 ft

5 ft

6 ft

7 ft

8 ft

9 ft



» Testing new Boards

If you are looking for a new board, you need to test it properly before making the final decision.

The shape and size of the board you choose gives you different qualities which will directly

affect how you surf. For example, smaller boards are less stable and make you slower when you

paddle out, but they are much faster on the wave. You should try out as many different boards

as possible to get a feel for how the difference in length, width, weight and fin set up affects

your surfing, then you will know exactly which board is best suited for you.
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If you are on a new board it is more than

likely to feel less stable than your old one

so make sure you slow things down and take

your time when getting used to the board.

Don't rush to stand up, just take it slow and

get a feel for the board:

- Place your hands in a chicken wing position

- Slide to your feet placing your front foot

in between your hands

- Stay low and correct your stands but keep

your eyes up, always looking where you

want to go

- Don’t think too much, go with the feeling in

your backbone, you know this now.

Jump Up & Control

To use a smaller board you will need more

speed compared to a larger one so you will

have to turn it into the direction the wave is

breaking to give it more momentum. Once you

get the speed the smaller board becomes

easier to handle.

- Place your weight on your back foot

- Rotate your torso by pulling your back arm

backwards

- Lean slightly to your toe side and look

where you want to go

- Lower your body weight to keep balance

and shift your weight back to your front

foot to gain speed again.

Forehand Turn
Start making turns going from your forehand

to your backhand using the techniques you

have already learned.

- Place your weight on your back foot

- Rotate your torso by moving your front arm

in an arc ending with pointing over your

shoulder

- Lean slightly to your heel-side and look

where you want to go

- Lower your body weight to keep your

balance and shift your weight back to your

front foot to gain speed.

Backhand Turn

Look for a board that gives you a little challenge while remaining comfortable and not

undermining your confidence. You still want to be able to practice your skills and stay in

control.

Next time you go to practice see if you can try out a smaller board that sits just outside your

comfort zone. Then go back to one that is slightly bigger, and you will see how quickly your

confidence can build.



» Instructor Signs (1/2)
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Don't look down at your board or at your

feet, raise your chin and always look where

you want to go. Find a visual target on the

beach and feel your position on the board;

wherever you look is where you will go.

Eyes up

Straighten your back
If you bend your back, you will stick out your

backside and you will alter your center of

gravity. You need your center of gravity to

stay aligned with the center line of the board

so stand up proud with an open chest.

Use your arms
Use your arms and torso and exaggerate your

movement. Your arms help you keep balanced

and you will notice that there are big changes

when doing turns or trying to increase your

speed.

Bend your knees
Your knees are like the suspension in a car, so

keeping them bent means you can absorb any

lifts or bumps on the waves, giving you a lot

more control.

Slow down
No need to rush or feel stressed out.

Remember that the slower you go the quicker

you learn. You also look a lot cooler.

»

»

»

»

»



» Instructor Signs (2/2)
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During paddling, you can raise your chest by

arching your back and provide more power to

paddle. If you don't arch your back enough

you are more likely to nosedive.

Chest up

Too far forward
Move back on the board to lift the nose out of

the water when paddling.

Too far back
Move forward on the board so there is less

drag on the back of the board when paddling

forward.

Stop
If you see your instructor holding out his hand

when you are paddling for a wave you should

stop and not try to catch the wave. Maybe

someone else is already riding it or you are

not in a good position to catch it.

Break / Class over
Time to catch that last wave and head back to

the beach to chill out, debrief and get some

useful instruction.

»

»

»

»

»



» Surf contests

“The best surfer is the one having the most fun” – Duke Kahanamoku.

Surfing is associated with freedom and fun so it could seem odd to combine it with competition

which speaks of rules and scores and taking everything seriously. However, if you look into the

world of competitive surfing you can see how it has helped to advance and push the boundaries of

skill within the sport. Most of the new types, styles and designs of boards and equipment is due

to developments that have been motivated by the growth in competitive surfing.

Competing with friends is a great way to push

your limits and it can mean that you progress

much more quickly. A usual contest follows

the same type of set up:

Heats – these can be four-man heats without

priority or two-man heats where each surfer

gets to choose the best wave. A heat lasts

around 20-35 minutes but duration hinges on

the waves. A surfer can catch a maximum of 15

waves during that time.

Scores – there are usually 5 judges who score

from the beach on a scale between 0-10. The

final score is the average excluding the

highest and lowest scores. The two best waves

of each surfer are added together.
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The maximum heat total is 20.0 but this rarely

happens. The surfers are judged based on four

main elements:

- Wave selection, size and quality

- Commitment and degree of difficulty

- Combination of maneuvers

- Overall impression and flow

There are many surfing competitions worldwide

with the 10 most prestigious forming part of the

World Championship Tour. In this contest, the

34 top-ranked surfers worldwide compete at

legendary surf spots in some very exotic

locations. These are very popular events,

drawing thousands of spectators and are

often live streamed online.



» Vocabulary (1/2)
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Aloha – Hawaiian word used as a greeting, a

send-off, a sign of affection and a wish of

good fortune. In short, aloha means love –

Hawaiian style.

Barrel – A tube inside a breaking wave

underneath the lip or crest of a hollow wave.

A surfer may be completely hidden from view

during the barrel ride. This is one of the best

but most difficult maneuvers in surfing. It is

difficult to complete due to changing

variations in every wave.

Caught inside – When a surfer gets caught on

the shore side of a breaking wave making it

difficult to get out, results in getting tossed

around and lots of paddling.

Choppy – Bumpy ocean and wave conditions

that are rough due to strong winds and/or

currents. Wind velocities are usually over 12

knots to create choppy conditions.

Clean – Good conditions, good waves with

smooth or glassy ocean surface and very

little onshore wind. Offshore winds blowing

into the faces of the waves can create clean,

groomed conditions.

Clean up set – A much larger wave, or a set of

waves, which break further outside than

normal. A cleanup set usually "cleans up" the

line-up of surfers caught further inside.

Closeout – When all parts of the wave – down

the line or crest of the wave – all break at

the same time. Not suitable for surfing.

Crowded – When a spot has a lot of people on

it.

Drop in – A term used when a surfer catches a

wave in front of another surfer who is

already riding. This is bad surfing etiquette.

Don't do it.

Eskimo Roll – Another method for getting

through broken waves used mainly by

longboards. Sometimes called a Turtle or

Turtle roll.

Flat – When there are no waves to surf.

Glassy – When the texture of the ocean

surface is like glass. The surface is smooth

because there is no wind.

Goofy Foot – A surfer who surfs right foot

forward and faces the wave on lefts and

faces away from the wave on rights.

Grommet – A young surfer, usually but not

always under 16 years age. The grommet

represents the future of every home break. In

him, the elder sees himself many years ago and

therein exists unspoken respect, that all

parties are part of a rich heritage, tied to the

ages.

Ground Swell – A swell with a period of over 11

seconds between successive waves. Ground

swells are born by storms far out at sea

sending out waves with a lot of energy making

them able to travel far and wrapping into

many different surf spots (as opposed to wind

swell).

Hang Ten – A longboarding maneuver where

the surfer hangs ten toes of both feet over

the tip or front of the surfboard. A very

classy move that should be approached by

first mastering the Hang Five – five toes over.

Impact Zone – Where the waves break. It’s a

good idea to avoid this area when paddling

out, as the waves are most powerful here and

difficult to paddle through.

Inside – Depending on where you are it either

refers to riding the barrel or sitting inside

(closest).

Kook – Beginner surfer. Sometimes also

referred to as someone who can’t surf and is

often in everyone’s way by getting out in

conditions past their skill level.



» Vocabulary (2/2)
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Leash – The leg-rope attaching the surfer’s

back leg to the surfboard keeping them from

parting after a wipeout.

Lineup – The area where surfers sit waiting for

waves. Generally, just outside of the break

line or impact zone.

Lull – The inconsistent period of waves

between sets.

Over the falls – The worst kind of wipeout

when a surfer is sucked back over the top of

the wave as it breaks so the surfer free falls

with the lip.

Regular Foot – A surfer who surfs left foot

forward and faces the wave on rights and

faces away from the wave on lefts.

Set – A series of waves approaching the

lineup. Waves almost always arrive in sets and

the time in between sets are called lulls.

Shaka – The universal surfer’s hand signal

where you stick out the thumb and pinky and

fold the other three fingers in and usually

rock the hand back and forth. Originated in

Hawaii and popularized by surfers in the 1960’s.

Shorebreak / Shoery – Waves that break very

close to the beach usually with a lot of

power as a result of the steep angle of the

beach.

Sideshore – Winds that approach the waves

from the side rather than directly from the

land or ocean.

Spot – A designated place, sandbank, reef,

bay or river-mouth where waves break, also

referred to as break.

Stoke – Sense of boundless euphoria that can

only arise after surfing, leaving the surfer

extremely happy or thrilled.

Wknd Swell – A type of swell with a swell

period of fewer than 11 seconds between

successive waves. Also called localized swell

as they are born close to shore creating

short periods of surf.

Wipeout – The classic term for falling off

your surfboard while riding. Some are more

serious than others, but they all suck when

they occur – though many spin-offs into great

stories at the campfire.
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